OUR WELFARE:

DOING GOOD AND BEING HAPPY

AVIAM SOIFER*

These three wonderful talks fit together beautifully. They also fit so well with Peter Cicchino as we knew him and as we know him still. My talk centers on the “presence of absence.” Peter urged the need for what he called “a faith story” and for community. I now want to look a little bit at the unusual faith story for which Peter stood and the communities he continues to inspire.1

Peter’s own faith story is actually a bit tough to tease out. In that wonderful video interview of year ago between Peter and Jamin Raskin, at one point Peter says to Jamin Raskin, “I believe, I hope there is a God.”2 But Peter immediately goes on to explain that, like Socrates, he is “firmly convinced that precisely because God is good, God is ethically irrelevant, totally irrelevant.”3 Rather “we do the good because it makes us happy and it makes others happy.”4

So of what did Peter’s “faith story” consist? I think it revolved around a contrast. That is, the very contrast that all three talks mentioned: the fundamental disconnect between a world in which sin is terribly important, on the one hand, and the empirical world that compels action that this former Jesuit (Peter) talked about in brilliant speeches and articles, and wonderful meandering conversations, on the other. The world Peter described entailed understanding that public welfare and pursuit of the good are
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terribly important. In that world, the essential issue is not a question of worthiness; rather, it is a question of humanness, and of connecting to other human beings.

I am deeply honored to be here as part of this great gathering to briefly explore Peter’s “faith story,” briefly. This is and long has been an exceptional law school, as well as a collection of people with an unusually keen sense of humor and of the absurd. Why, even the announcement of this conference appeared over a smiling picture of Kenneth Starr. I thought that was a terrific statement about diversity. But, the old-timers here have been creating a wonderful institution which was, as we all know, so comfortable and so fitting for Peter. Therefore, my remarks are intended not merely as a tribute to Peter, but to this unique law school community.

It is also particularly fitting to be here because I have recently been doing some reading about John F. Kennedy. Arguably the most important speech of President Kennedy’s life, and arguably his best speech as well, was the speech he gave at American University on June 10, 1963.

President Kennedy had just returned from Honolulu that morning. He changed his shirt at the White House, came over to American University, and in that speech began the process that led to the comprehensive test ban treaty. Kennedy quoted the English poet laureate John Masefield, who proclaimed that, “There are few earthly things more beautiful than a University [because a university] is a place where those who hate ignorance may strive to know, where those who perceive truth may strive to make others see.” In precisely this sense, what a great home American University was for Peter Cicchino! Kennedy’s commencement address continued with his recognition that, “[i]n the final analysis, our most basic common link is that we all inhabit this small planet. We all breathe the same air. We all cherish our children’s future. We are all mortal.” Peter’s keen sense of essential human connection sounds very much like Kennedy. Peter sounded like Kennedy in another way, too. John F. Kennedy liked to quote Aristotle, and so did Peter.
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'What Kennedy quoted was Aristotle's definition of happiness. Happiness is what Peter wrote about over and over again in different ways. Aristotle once said that "[t]he good of man is an active exercise of his soul's faculties in conformity with the excellence or virtue, or, if there be several human excellence or virtues, in conformity with the best and most perfect of them." 10

With characteristic enthusiasm, deep learning, analytic power, and upbeat aplomb, Peter indeed repeatedly examined and extolled a good and happy life. Peter was absolutely clear about this. As Peter succinctly put the point in his keynote address at the Robert Cover Conference for Public Interest Law in the New Hampshire woods in 1998, "[I]n our work to protect the human rights of our clients, we are making a good and happy life for ourselves." 11 As Peter approached his fortieth birthday, he said that in essence there is only one important question from which all others flow: "[I]n what does a good life consist and how do we go about living such a life?" 12 The answer, following Peter's lead, can be summed up simply. We should be welfare workers!

Sadly, most law schools have a different view. In most law schools a famous quotation from the flinty New Hampshire constitutional scholar Thomas Reed Powell is more apt. Powell said, "If you can think about something which is attached to something else, without thinking about what it is attached to, then you have what is called a legal mind." 13 What I have to say is indeed a fervorino, "a deliberate preaching to the choir." 14 I do not know if my friend Leti Volpp disagreed with Peter about such an approach, and whether I disagree with her or not. I am looking to preach to the converted, with all deliberate speed, and to try to coax out of what has been said by the other panelists and out of Peter's writings, what we mean by public welfare.

So, first of all, what do we mean by welfare, which Peter inspired us to worry about deeply and to pursue vigorously? To begin, even if it smacks slightly of the benighted textualism of the United States
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Supreme Court, I looked “welfare” up in the Oxford English Dictionary. It turns out that what welfare means is, actually, Peter. I found welfare defined precisely as one might define Peter’s presence in our lives, and vice versa. The Oxford English Dictionary’s very first definition of welfare is “The state or condition of doing or being well; good fortune, happiness, or well-being (of a person, community, or thing); thriving or successful progress in life, prosperity.” That was and remains Peter. It also entails what Peter was talking about when he emphasized happiness. Over and over again, we find him urging that we look for flourishing of our fellow human beings and thus flourish ourselves.

Peter underscored the obligation we have to make sure that others get “what it is they need for flourishing—food, shelter, work, education, liberty, dignity.”

Peter’s great article, The Problem Child: An Empirical Survey and Rhetorical Analysis of Child Poverty in the United States, can hardly be read with any care without coming away entirely convinced by Peter’s careful, astute empirical arguments. The article also contains the similarly astute and effective advocacy about which the other panelists talked. Peter earned the highest belt with his mastery of a form of “judo”: let’s take the underlying values that are agreed upon, and then let’s force society to look at them in the context of the real world, of numbers and of cause and effect, and of children who lack the basic means to flourish. Peter’s expertise at this “judo” could simply floor someone, such as the listener who had sufficient chutzpah—or enough appalling indifference—to ask, after Peter presented this paper at another academic institution, how Peter knew that human starvation was bad. Writ larger, Peter’s response became the article’s compelling conclusion. Peter emphatically lived the belief in a preferential option for the poor that he continued to share with the Jesuits. And Peter ended his article forcefully with “a simple empirical fact: like the gods of old, the cult of the market demands the sacrifice of children.”

In the process of demolishing “the fundamental intellectual dishonesty of the conservative position on child poverty and poor
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relief," Peter enacted an Aristotelian insight he liked to quote: “[f]or it is not enough to have a supply of things to say, but it is also necessary to say it in the right way.” Peter repeatedly provided those who knew him—or who listened to, or read, his words—with an incomparable sense of framing. Within Peter’s frame, we find great seriousness about the pursuit of happiness and a nuanced sense of the obligation to protect, all marvelously tied together by Peter’s inimitable style. Peter had a wonderful and abiding sense of the need to pursue seriously the core question of what it means to be a happy human being: This involves, Peter said, striving to overcome the fear that prevents us from doing what our ideals tell us.

Somewhat surprisingly, Aristotle also played a key supporting role within Peter’s keen theatrical sensibility. This was because Aristotle was good at rhetoric, and because he emphasized attention to the facts, to the style, and to the delivery. It seems to be generally very different today. Clifford Geertz, for example, recently wrote in *Life Among the Anthros*, an article about bitter battles among anthropologists, that all that matters in our discourse today is “velocity and volume.”

Peter, like Geertz, said that merely skimming the surface is a significant measure of what’s wrong now. For example, in Peter’s article about the public morality defense of inequitable laws, he condemned the notion that any reason will suffice as a matter of equal protection doctrine. But he also stressed a sense of obligation, both to examine and to act, as a matter of living a happy life. In place of reasons—and the tragedy indeed may be that everyone does have his reasons—Peter suggested the need for a particularized grand narrative. Such a narrative carefully examines,
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weighs, and chooses reasons.  

Hard empirical thinking about the world thus is compelled, and so is pondering "the constitutive elements of a good human life." In the end, there is no clear end beyond human flourishing.

And such recognition mandates use of human experience "as source and guide, and return to human experience in a never ending process of refinement and revision."

It was by happenstance that I first met Peter when we were on the same panel at the Political Lawyering Conference at Harvard Law School in 1995. The talk Peter gave, To Be a Political Lawyer, which was later printed in the Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review, simply blew people away. It was an extraordinary moment. The conference was full of all sorts of committed people with fancy credentials and experience. What Peter said was different from the others. It was deep and based in a profound faith story noticeably different from the usual faith story.

Again and again, Peter went back to the classics. Aristotle and Socrates played major roles in his writing. Yet Peter conceded that Socrates, and people who follow Socrates, run the grave danger of being arrogant. Nevertheless, Peter used Socrates and Socrates's response to people who say you cannot talk about politics, to demonstrate that we have to talk about politics and about the obligations the concept of politics entails. We have to talk about flourishing, Peter argued. We have to talk about happiness. Peter said, finally, that exposing the ways in which so many of the orthodoxies of our age are evil and conflict with our culture's deepest and best
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values is what we ought to be about.  

It used to be said by some of our best judges—by J. Skelly Wright, for example, in *Hobson v. Hansen*, which involved equality in the District of Columbia public schools—that statistics say much, and that courts ought to listen. Courts do not listen any more. Now it is supposed to be exclusively a story of individual bad motive, of sin. That is the dominant motif in our contemporary law. It is also the locus of what is wrong.

What we ought to be talking about, it seems to me, is protection of the obligation to protect. It is hardly an accident that Peter talked and wrote about children, because children obviously need protection. Yet so do all the rest of us, at least some of the time. In the federal constitution, we can find a reference to protection—indeed, to equal protection—within the Fourteenth Amendment. We tend to worry only about the “equal” part. We hardly ever seem even to talk about the “protection” part.

It strikes me that the pursuit of welfare on the ground, where people actually live, directly implicates the protection part of equal protection. It also involves communities and not merely individual rights.

Hannah Arendt said that judging, unlike thinking, requires the presence of others whose perspectives must be taken into consideration. Judging requires enough imagination to put ourselves in the place of another human being. This helps to describe Peter, and to explain how Peter managed to be such a keen judge without becoming judgmental or self-righteous.

Unforgettably, however, we also have considerable written evidence, keen recollections, and a deep living sense of Peter’s style. Despite his incisive thinking and his impatience with injustice, he never jettisoned his serious sense of humor, nor his amazing personal warmth. That unique style helped Peter give the best keynote we
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